
Going Around the Mountain Again

One of the things that happens to us, which we may overlook, is that we are taken ‘around the mountain
again’ (we go around in circles)  when we fail  to  learn our  training lessons that  Holy Spirit  puts us
through. When he trains us, he then tests us to see if we’ve learnt the lesson. If we fail, he keeps testing us
until wee pass. It’s only when we pass our tests that we are spiritually promoted into whatever level
we need to be advanced into for our growth and development. 

Jesus passed his big test when he was put up against the only adversary who was at his level and he
passed first time ‘round. He didn’t need to do a rerun, so we don’t have an example of resitting tests. He
showed us the benchmark: Pass all your tests with each go so you advance quickly.

I have no idea when Holy Spirit stops testing us when we keep flunking our tests. But I do know from
experience that when we fail, we are often taken on more training before being retested. The retest can be
years later. On one instance of training for me it was some 25 years later after a huge amount of retraining
and reprogramming that I was retested. I passed the second time, but I need to continue to stay on course
so I don’t mess up my achievement and need to be given more retraining.

Here’s confirmation from the King of his retesting and retraining:

“Prepare to be challenged again in old places of testing where you fell short of the goal. You learned a
few things last time, but there is still more to be done. The lessons you learn this time around will be of
great benefit and will enhance your spiritual well-being and result in eternal victory.” 1
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